Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to classify holomorphic principal fibre bundles which admit a smooth section (i.e. are real product bundles). This is accomplished if the structure group is solvable of type (E). In the general case, a sufficient condition is obtained for a real product bundle to be equivalent to the complex product bundle. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a holomorphic connection on a real product bundle is also obtained. Using this criterion in the case where the structure group is abelian, a generalization of a theorem due to Atiyah (in the case the structure group is C*) is obtained.
In Chapter III, we first apply the above to the theory of holomorphic connections obtaining the following necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a holomorphic connection on a real product bundle : The above theorem and also its converse were first proved by Atiyah [1] in the case when G = C*. We prove the converse in the abelian case under the further assumption that M is simply connected.
In the last section we put a natural Hermitian metric on (M x G)j* and show that if G is a complex torus then (M x G)f is Kahler in this metric if and only if dr¡ = 0.
Chapter I: Almost Holomorphic Principal Fibre Bundles 1. Preliminaries. We shall first review some of the basic definitions about complex manifolds, mostly to fix terminology. We shall follow [10] as a standard reference. Throughout this work, a manifold (resp. Lie group) will always mean a connected, paracompact and Hausdorff manifold (resp. Lie group). We write G for the Lie algebra of the Lie group G. G is, in particular, a complex vector space with dime G = dime G. Let M be a real manifold, TR(M) its (real) tangent bundle and T(M) = TB(M)%C he the complex tangent bundle of M, i.e., T(M) = {X+iY | X, Ye TB(M)}. In the future by tangent vector, 1-form, etc. we mean complex tangent vector, 1-form, etc. Let J be an almost complex structure on M (i.e., an endomorphism of TR(M) such that J2= -F). We shall occasionally write M, to mean the almost complex manifold M with structure /. If </>'-M-> N we shall write di/)z or i/jz for the differential of </s at the point ze M\ that is dt/>z = <fiB : TZ(M) (p, q) . In particular, to e A°-1(M, V) if and only if a>(JX)= -iw(X). Assume now that / is, in fact, a complex structure. Let d be the usual exterior derivative operator on TR(M) extended to T(M), then for w e A"'g(M, V) dw may be written uniquely as 8m + 8co where 8u> e AP + 1-«(M, V), 8oe e Ap-9 + 1(M, V). In particular, if h : M -> V is a differentiable map then (1.1.1) -2i8h(X) = dh(JMX)-i(dh)(X) for all Xe T(M).
Since 82 = 0 for a complex manifold, we have the Dolbeault cohomology groups 9V.¿M, K) = Ker SPf,/Im 8p,q-, for all p and a. Let M be a complex manifold, G be a complex Lie group and P an almost complex manifold. We say that f={7*, G, M; tt: P ->• M} is an almost holomorphic principal fibre bundle if there is an almost holomorphic action <I>:PxG->PxP given by 0(p, g) = ip,pg) which is (1) an almost holomorphic diffeomorphism of PxG onto i>(P x G); (2) 0(P x G) is a closed subspace of P x P and (3) tt: P -+ M induces a biholomorphic homeomorphism of P/G onto M. We shall specify an almost holomorphic principal fibre bundle by writing £: G ^>.P 1+ M. If P is a complex manifold then this is the usual definition of a holomorphic principal fibre bundle as in [13] . The equivalence of the two definitions is E. Cartan's Theorem [11, Exposé 6] . For fixed g e G the map P -> P given by p --p9 will be denoted Rg.
We say that the almost holomorphic principal fibre bundle i : G _>. P ±> M is trivial as a real bundle (or is a real product) if there is a Coe section (i.e., a C00 map s:M^-P such that ^ o j is the identity on M). Let f: G -^.P £> M be another almost holomorphic principal fibre bundle, then | and £ are (holomorphically) equivalent if there is an almost holomorphic diffeomorphism 4i:P^-P such that £ 0 identity commutes and 4>(Pg) = tip)9 f°r all p eP, g e G.
Let G _>. P i> M he an almost holomorphic principal fibre bundle. As before, let ker 77 denote the sub-bundle of T(P) given by ker n={(p, X) \ Xe TP(P),peP and ir(X)=Ç>}. Theorem 1.1.1. Let G be the Lie algebra of G, exp : ó -* G be the usual exponential map, then there is a canonical embedding of G onto (ker ir)pfor each peP given by 6p:G-+(Kerir)p^Tp(P)
Furthermore 6P is of type (1, 0) ithat is, 6PiJX) = i6PiX)for each XeTPiP)) and
where ad: G -*■ End (G) is the usual adjoint representation (ad g=Lç ° Rg-i).
2. Coherent almost complex structures on fibre bundles. Let f 0 : G ->. PJo i> M he an almost holomorphic principal fibre bundle, where the almost complex structure on P is J0. The almost complex structure J on P is said to be coherent with f0 if Ç:G-+PjH^M is also an almost holomorphic principal fibre bundle, i.e. the action of G on P is holomorphic with respect to both J0 and /, and the projection ir is holomorphic with respect to both J0 and J. Theorem 1.2.1. Let ¿;0: G ^. PJo i> M be an almost holomorphic principal fibre bundle, then there is a 1-1 correspondence between almost complex structures on P coherent with £0 and G-valued l-forms, w, on P such that (1) co(Ker7r)=0, (2) (R*w)( X) = (adg~ ')w(X) for all geG and X e T(P), (3) w is of type (0, 1) with respect to J0.
Proof. Let J be a coherent almost complex structure. If X e TP(P), peP, then
where JM is the almost complex structure on M. We then see that (J-J0)(X) e Ker 7r for each Xp e T(P), hence, by Theorem 1.1.1, there is a unique A e 6 such that (J-J0)P(X) = 6P(A). Let wjeA\P, G) he defined by (wj)p(X) = A or, more succinctly, (1.2.1) (J-J0)(X) = 6(wj(X)) foraH^ETYP).
We shall now show that the assignment /-> ws is a 1-1 correspondence satisfying the conditions of the theorem.
Firstly, if X=6(A) then (J-J0)(6(A)) = 6(iA)-6(iA)=0 so cu(Z)=0 for X e Ker -n.
where the last equality follows from equation (1.1.3) . Thirdly, we show that tu(/0JT)= -it»iX). By definition,
Applying J to equation (1.2.2) we obtain -X-JJ0X=J8iA) = 8iiA) so
3) yields i~8iiA)-X) + X=8iB). Hence B=-iA and so cniJ0X) = -ia>iX). Conversely: Given any tu e Aoa(P, G) satisfying (1) and (2) of the proposition, let Ja be defined at p e P by iJa)PiX) = iJ0)PiX) -8Pioe"iX)) for all X e TiP).
Ja is clearly linear.
But tu(0(tu(Ar))) = 0 since 0(o>(A')) is vertical ; hence the last term is zero so J\X) = -X-9iiwiX)) + 8iiwiX)) = -X where the first equality follows because w is of type (0, 1) with respect to J0. To show that Ja is coherent with f0 we need show that (a) JaRg=RgJa for all g e G and (b) -n is holomorphic with respect to Ja. Let XeTPiP),peP, then
hence (a) follows. For XeTPiP), ,i(yraZ) = 7r(/oA'-0!,K(Z)))=7r(/oZ)-^(0>J)(Jr))). However the last term is zero because 9PiojpiX)) e (Ker tt) ; hence ¿(/"X) =7tÍJ0X)=JM7tX and so tt is holomorphic with respect to Jm. Corollary 1.2.2. Let G be abelian, then there is a 1-1 correspondence between almost complex structures coherent with £: G -^.Pj0L> M and elements of Proof. By Theorem 1.2.1 we need only show that there is a 1-1 correspondence between C7-valued (0, l)-forms on P such that (1) cu(Ker7r)=0 and (2) (R*w)(X) = adg~\w(X)) = w(X) and A°-1(M, G). This correspondence is given as follows: Let i) e A°'1(Af, G) he defined by -qm(W) = wp(W) where p is a point in tt-1^) and rr(W)= W. Because of condition (1) It is usual to confuse the set of almost complex structures and equivalence classes of almost complex structures. Please note that Theorem 1.2.1 and the following corollaries assert nothing about equivalence classes of almost complex structures; that is, it is easy for coj and w2 e A0,1^, G) to represent equivalent almost complex structures without cu1 = cl)2. We shall investigate the notion of equivalence in Chapter II.
We shall now see which forms w satisfying conditions (1), (2), and (3) of Theorem 1.2.1 correspond to complex structures. Let Af¡ be the torsion of the almost complex structure J¡ (i=0, I); that is,
The Newlander-Nirenberg Theorem [10, p. 321] asserts that /, is a complex structure if and only if Nt=0. We shall therefore compute Nx-Nq in terms of en. Note that A^ -N0 is certainly vertical. for all X, YeTiP).
Before proving the above theorem, we shall need some notation. A* e TiP) is called a fundamental vector field if there is an A e ô such that A * = 6PiA) for all peP. Let w*iX) = 6PiwiX)) e Ker n for each X e TiP). Proof, (a) Let </>tip)=Pe™tA for all peP, AeG, t e R, then <f>t is the one parameter group of diffeomorphisms of P generated by A*; hence [9, p. 15] J0[A*, X] = J0(hm-tiX-<j>t)Xy
Since the action of G on P is almost holomorphic we have Jo<i>t = <¡>tJo; hence
f-»0 t (b) Let to*X=J.flAf where/' are smooth functions on P, then (using part (a))
where the last equality follows because tu e A0,1(P, G). 
We shall now reduce the right-hand side of equation (1.2.5) to the above form.
Applying Lemma 1.2.4(b) , (e) yields :
Since w = 6~lw* we have
which is exactly 0_1 applied to the right-hand side of equation ( Proof. Assume that Jx is a complex structure, then equation (1.2.5) implies that
then it suffices to show 0 = 4/ 8m. Since J, is complex, da> e A^f(P, G) © A);X(P, G).
Since do, = (dtu -ifi/4i) + ¡/</4/, <f//4i is of type (0, 2) and du> -1/>/4/ has no component of type (0, 2) we conclude that i/i/4i is the (0, 2) component of do», i.e. 8w -</i/4i because tu is of type (0, 1) with respect to J, as well as J0.
We shall now prove that if 0'/4) [tu, ai] is the sum of the (0, 2) and (2, 0) components of dw then J, is in fact a complex structure. By a procedure similar to the previous one we see that We shall now examine the real trivial case. If £: G _>. P £> M is an almost holomorphic principal fibre bundle then we say that £ is real product if | admits a C °°s ection ; that is, a smooth map s: M -> P such that tt ° s is the identity map on M. Clearly if £ is real product then P is diffeomorphic to M x G. Let / be the complex structure on MxG given by JZ,\(W,Z) = (JMW,JGZ) for all meM, XeG, W e Tm(M) and Z e 7\(G) ; then J is called the product complex structure on MxG. Clearly, a bundle £ is a real product if and only if it is coherent with the product structure on MxG. We now determine all real trivial almost holomorphic principal fibre bundles. Theorem 1.2.6. There is a one-to-one correspondence between A0,1(M, G) and almost complex structures on MxG coherent with the product structure. In fact, this correspondence is given by r¡e A°-\M, G), r¡ ~* /", where (1.2.9) JUW, Z) = (JMW, JGZ+(dRA)e-q (W)) for zeM,XeG, We TZ(M), Z e TA(G). MxG coherent with the product structure and this correspondence is given by equation (1.2.10) . We need only show that there is a 1-1 correspondence between those tu e A^íP, Ó) such that tu(Ker7r) = 0 and 7?*tu = ad^"1tu with Aoa(Af, G). This is provided by the following lemma. Lemma 1.2.7 . If £ : G -^ P -> Af is a real trivial holomorphic principal fibre bundle then there is a one-to-one correspondence between those elements w e A0,1(73, G) such that (a) co(Ker tt) = 0, (b) 7?*co = (ad g_1)co and the set of all r¡ e A°-\M, 6). Proof. Let s: M-> T5 be a C° section on |. We may assume P is diffeomorphic to MxG, and s: M -> Mx G is given by sim) = im, e) where e is the identity of G.
Proof. The canonical embedding 0 of G into T(P) = T(M x G) = T(M) x T(G)
Thus ä*: A0-1^, Ó) -> A^^Af, G). We shall prove that this map is a 1-1 correspondence as in the lemma.
We first show that j*(A°'1(P, G))<= A°-\M, G). Let co e A°-\P, G); then is*w)iJMA) = w(dï(yM^)) = wHJMA,0)) = -/co(^,0) = -iis*w)iA), so J*co g A°-Hilf, G). We shall now show that s* is onto. Let r¡ e A0,1(M, G). Let w^xiA, B) =(ad A-1)ii2(,4); then co satisfies all of the necessary conditions.
Chapter II: Complex Structures on Real Product Bundles 1. Statement of the problem and solution in the abelian case. The aim of this chapter is to obtain information on the set of (holomorphic) equivalence classes of principal fibre bundles with structure group G and base M which are trivial as smooth bundles, i.e. equivalence classes of real product bundles.
We shall call this set Pic (Af, G). If M is a Riemann surface and G = C* then Pic (M, G) is called the Picard variety of M [7] . We shall now give the sheaftheoretic interpretation of Pic (A/, G). Let H\M, Gh) (resp. H^M, <?")) denote the first cohomology set of M with coefficients in the sheaf of germs of holomorphic (resp. C") maps from M to G. If a: Gh -*■ GK is the map obtained by viewing a holomorphic map asaC map, then a induces a map, also called a: 7f1(M, Gh) -> H\M, Gm). It is well known [4] that the set of holomorphic (resp. C°°) equivalence classes of holomorphic (resp. C°°) principal fibre bundles over M with structure group G is equal to H^M, Gh) (resp. 771(Af, G")) where the trivial holomorphic (resp. C00) bundle is denoted by Oh (resp. Ox); that is, Oh : G ->-(M x G) -> product structure M. The set of equivalence classes of real trivial holomorphic principal fibre bundles is therefore ker a=a~1iOcc).
We will first explain why Pic (Af, G) need not be zero. Topologically. £: G->■ (Af xG)j ->• Af is the general form of a real product bundle where the action of G on (Af x G)j is, of course, the second coordinate action (i.e. (z, g)A = (z, gX) for all ze M,g, Xe G). In order for £ to be holomorphically trivial, the complex structure / must be equivalent to the product of the complex structures of M and G. We will see below that MxG can be given complex structures which are not equivalent to the product structure.
Analytically. We now view a bundle | in terms of its transition functions [13] . £ is trivial as a C "-bundle if and only if there is an open cover {t/J of M such that the transition functions {taß : Uar\UB^ G) of f with respect to {{/"} take the form
where i0 : Ua-+G and se : Ue^>G are smooth functions. Because f is a holomorphic bundle the taB are holomorphic functions but, of course, the sa need not be holomorphic. In fact, there are holomorphic functions satisfying (2.1.1) exactly when £ is trivial as a holomorphic bundle. In the case when G = C*, the problem of finding holomorphic functions sa satisfying (2.1.1) (given the holomorphic functions taß) is called the Cousin problem of several complex variables, and the phrasing of this problem in fibre bundle terminology was first published by H. Cartan [3] .
Recall that there is an isomorphism (due to Dolbeault-Serre, [4] )
where Fis any vector bundle over M and QP(F) is the sheaf of germs of holomorphic sections of Ap,0(Af, V). For any details about the arguments in sheaf-theoretic cohomology which follow see [4] . When G is abelian, we can obtain the following information : (If Misa compact Riemann surface and G = C* ={z e C | z#0} then this result is in [7] .) Theorem 2.1.1. Let M be a complex manifold, G an abelian complex Lie group; then the following is an exact sequence of abelian groups
where ß=exp ° dolbeault.
Proof. Because exp : G -> G is a covering map (recall all Lie groups are assumed to be connected), we see that the sequence of abelian groups 0 -> tt,(G) -> G rap> G_> 0 is exact; hence so are the sequences in cohomology:
However G is isomorphic as a Lie group to Cn, hence Gx is a fine sheaf and so Hk(M, ôoe)=0 for all fc =: 1, hence SM is an isomorphism. The Dolbeault isomorphism and some diagram chasing completes the proof. is isomorphic to 3>o,\(M, ô).
Proof. The universal coefficient theorem for cohomology [12] states that 0 -> Ext iHoiM), tt^G)) -> H\M, ir^G)) -* Horn (77^Af), ttAjG)) -> 0 is exact. However 770(Af) is a free group, so Ext (770(Af), ir1iG))=0 and H^M) is torsion (by the Hurewicz isomorphism); hence we conclude H\M, 7r1(G)) = 0 because there are no nonzero homomorphisms from a torsion group to a free group. Note that if ^(A/) is a torsion group and G is abelian then Pic (M, G) has a natural structure of a (infinite-dimensional) vector space. We shall see that this will contrast violently with the simplest nonabelian case in which Pic (M, G) is either zero or is not even Hausdorff ! 2. Statement and proof of the fundamental theorem. Before starting the main theorem (Theorem 2.2.4), we shall require some definitions. As always, Af will be a connected complex manifold and G a connected complex Lie group with Lie algebra G. We say that G has the exponential lift property with respect to Af if for any (C00) map s: Af->■ G there is a (C°°) map h: M-+G such that the following diagram commutes :
We say that a solvable Lie group is of type (E) if the exponential map is a covering map. (G is of type (E) if G is nilpotent. If G is solvable there is a criterion due to Dixmier; see [2] for details.) If a>, 77 e A0,1(A7, G), then we say that tu is exponentially cohomologous (or, more briefly, expcohomologous) to -q (and write w ~expr¡) if there is a map h: M-> G such that (2 2 2) 2i((I-e-*^)lad h(z))(8h(A)) = co(A)-e-**™r,(A) { ' ' ) for all A e TZ(M), zeM.
The first term is to be interpreted (for each z e M) as the convergent serieŝ
all forms are evaluated at z e Af and (ad h(u))(X) = [h(u), X] for all XeG. Note that ~exP is reflexive (h=0) and symmetric (let/= -h). I have not been able to show that ~ exp is transitive. We shall use the same symbol to denote the equivalence relation generated by the relation ~ exp of equation (2. (as in equation (1.2.9)); then (1) E is onto.
(2) If G has the exponential lift property with respect to M, then H is an isomorphism.
It will also be clear from the proof of this theorem that if G has the exponential lift property with respect to M then ~ exp is a true equivalence relation. Proposition 2.2.6. In the above notation :
(1) 7/tu ~expr¡ then f is equivalent to </i. (2) If G has the exponential lift property with respect to M then co ~ exp r¡ if and only if | is equivalent to i/j.
Proof. We shall prove (1) and (2) but [8, p. 95] 
However d(Lexp(_X) ° 7?exPx) = ad (exp X) which is known [5] to be eaAX; hence, after identifying T(G) and G, we obtain 2i((I-e-*äh™)lad h(z))(8h(A)) = toiA)-e-A™ijiA) which is equation (2. i.e. Ta(u, g) = (u, sa(u)g). Then Fa is an almost holomorphic diffeomorphism of (Ua x G)Product onto (Ua x G)j which says that / is locally equivalent to the product structure. Because the product structure is a complex structure we have shown that J is a complex structure. If, on the other hand, J is complex then there is an open cover {U'B} of Af and local sections Z¿ : U'B-^-UBxG defined by Z'B(u) = (u, sB(u)) which are /-holomorphic. Let z be a given point in M. Choose any U'B such that z e UB. Let a = (z, ß) and sá=Ls: (12) Conversely, suppose Ja is a complex structure. It is well known that there is an open set V of zero in G such that the restriction of the exponential map to F is a diffeomorphism [5] . Let F=exp (V) and apply Lemma 2.2.8 to obtain sa: Ua -> V £ G. Then sa can be written as sa(z) = exp ha(z) for some ha : Ua^ G (because exp-1 exists on V). Since sa gives an equivalence between J and the product structure, then ha yields the fact that w restricted to Ua is expexact for each a, hence tu is expclosed.
Computation of Exp D(M, G)
. In this section we shall apply the theory developed in the first two sections of this chapter. We shall first dispose of the abelian case by reproving Corollary 2.1.3 and exhibiting the isomorphism between o.iiM, 6) and Pic (M, G) in a more concrete manner. We shall then examine the case in which G is solvable. In [6] , Frenkel (using the techniques of sheaf-theoretic cohomology) proves that if G is solvable then the vanishing of @0,,iM, C) implies the vanishing of Pic (M, G). We shall prove both a generalization of Frenkel's theorem and its converse (Theorems 2.3.2 and 2.3.4). We shall then calculate the exponentially closed (0, l)-forms for arbitrary G.
Let <7j> be the d-cohomology class of r¡ e A0>1(M, G). We may find a locally defined function h,:U->C such that co,=8h,. Let h= -ih,e,/2; then
because (ad h)8h = [h,e,, 8h,e,]=0. co is therefore expclosed and hence by assumption expexact. Let /: M -> G be a function such that (2.3.1) Ail)8l = tu.
Let {ej be any basis of G whose first element is e,; then we may write /=2 h^t where /t:Af->C. Hence equation (2.3.1) becomes co = Ail)8l='2 Ail)idlt)e, =(2i8l,)e, + a where a e G-Ce,. Therefore 2i8l, = co, and so co, is a ô-coboundary.
The above theorem is the converse of Frenkel's theorem. Before proving a generalization of Frenkel's theorem by our techniques, we shall need a lemma. Lemma 2.3.3. Let j>: G*i -> G2 be a Lie algebra homomorphism. If w is expexact then so is <f>(w).
Proof. Let co £ A°-\M, G\) with w = A(h)8h where h: M-> G\. Let l=<f>°h: M -> G2; then çHcoXJSf) = *(«(*)) = <l>(A(h)8h(X)) = 2i t {~}^fJr dl(X) = A(l) 8l(X).
Proof. We proceed by induction on the dimension of G. We remark that the theorem clearly holds if G is abelian (by Proposition 2.2.3), which enables us to start the induction. Let Z be the center of the nil-radical of G; then Z is an abelian ideal of ô with dim Z^ 1. Let V be any vector space such that ô=V©Z (where © is understood to be the direct sum as vector spaces, not necessarily as Lie algebras). Let 7r: G-> G/Z be the canonical projection.
If co is any expclosed (0, l)-form on Af with values in G then co*=7rto is an expclosed (0, l)-form with values in G/Z by Lemma 2.3.3. By induction, we know that there is a ¿*: Af-> G/Z such that Aik*)8k* = w*. Now, tt\v,: V-> G/Z is an isomorphism, hence there is a A:: Af-> F such that Ttk=k*. Let 6 = Aik)8k, then co -6 is an expclosed G-valued (0, l)-form over Af. Because 7r(co -6)=Trw-ir6=w* -co*=0 we have co-6 is, in fact, a Z-valued (0, l)-form over Af, hence there is /: Af -> Z such that (2.3.2) w-6 = Ail)dl.
Now for any Y eZ we have (ad Y)ô<=Z, hence the map which ad Y induces on G/Z is trivial; hence we may rewrite equation (2.3.2) as w -e~ail6 = Ail)8l and so <" ~e*p0 ~exp0 which completes the proof.
We shall now give a simple criterion for co e A0,1(M, ó) to be expclosed. Recall that if a, ß e A1iM, ô) then [a, ß] is defined to be an element of A2(Af, G) via
Theorem 2.3.5. Let r¡ e A0,1(AÍ, ó) correspond to the almost complex structure J" on MxG; then the following are equivalent:
(a) t¡ is expclosed, (b) J" is a complex structure,
We shall first prove a preliminary proposition. Let y e A\M, G), define y*eAriMxG,G) via YÍ.ÁÍA,, B,), iA2, B2),..., iAr, Br)) = (ad k^MAu ---, Ar).
Let re A\MxG, G) be given by tz>a(^, B)=Lh-iB. Substituting this last result into equation (2.3.3) yields the proposition.
We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 2.3.5. Firstly, note that the equivalence of (a) and (b) is exactly Proposition 2.2.9. Let tu be the element of A0, 1(MxG, 6) Theorem 3.1.1 (Atiyah) . A holomorphic principal fibre bundle with compact Kahler base whose structure group is C* possesses a holomorphic connection if and only if it is real trivial.
Atiyah's proof is algebraic. In this section we attempt to give a constructive proof of Atiyah's theorem if the structure group is abelian. We are successful in one direction but in the other direction we must assume that the compact Kahler base is simply connected. We also give a necessary and sufficient condition for a real trivial holomorphic fibre bundle with arbitrary structure group and base to admit a holomorphic connection (Corollary 3.1.6) .
We begin by recalling some definitions referring to [1] for all details. Unless otherwise noted, we shall maintain the notation of the earlier chapters. Let £:G_>P-Î>M be a holomorphic principal fibre bundle. Let Q = TiP)/G and L(P)=(Ker tt)/G. Let A be the inclusion 7_(P)c Q.
Q and LiP) are both vector bundles over M and j/(|): 0 ^L(P) ^> Q1+ r(M) -> 0 is an exact sequence of complex vector bundles called the fundamental sequence of £. A holomorphic connection for i is a splitting of the exact sequence s#i£) ; that is, a holomorphic map r : Q -> LiP) such that V o A is the identity on Q. Recall that a connection form on f : G -> P ->■ B is G-valued 1-form </> on P such that (i) i/iv(9v(A))=A for all A e G and peP, and (ii) (R*>/,)p(X)=(ad g-^iX) for all Xe TP(P) and peP. A connection is of type (1, 0) if */>(JX) = i>/i(X). Proof. We know from Proposition 3.1.3 that the set of (1, 0) connections is in 1-1 correspondence with the set of ße A1,0(M, G) satisfying equation (3.1.1); hence we need only show that 0 is holomorphic if and only if ß satisfies equation Proof. By Corollary 3.1.6 it suffices to produce ß e A1-°(Af, G) such that 8ß = 8w.
We shall use the machinery of harmonic forms. Let S' (resp. c7') be the transpose of 8 (resp. <7) with respect to the Hodge inner product on Ap(Af, Ù). Let H(r¡) denote the harmonic part of r¡ e A"(M, G) and let A=2(88t+8t8) he the Laplacian and G be the Green's operator. Since the space of harmonic forms is (Ker d n Kercf'), we have that 8H(y) = 0 for all a. We have the decomposition co = 77(co) + GAco or w = H(w) + 2G(88t + 8t8)w; hence 8w=-28G88tw-2G8t88w or (since Ja is complex, 8w=0) (3.1.5) 8w = 8ß if ß = -2G88tw.
Note that the above proof is constructive ; the connection defined above is, for era(A/),7ie:rA(G), (3.1.6) <I>Z,X(A, B) = L^iTi-O^KÍGae'co + coX/í, 77).
We now examine the converse of Theorem 3.1.7 in the abelian case. and so the result follows because g0 is Hermitian with respect to J0. We shall now calculate the fundamental form of g. We shall write Q.°(X, Y) =g0(X,J0Y).
Clj(X, Y) = 2g0(X,JY)+go(J0X, 6(w(JY))) +go(J0JY, 6(w(X)))+g0(6(w(X)), 6(w(JY))) = 2{W(X, Y)+g0(X, 6(w(Y)))}+g0(J0X, 6(w(J0Y) + 6(w(Y)))) + g0(Jo2Y+J06(w(Y)),6(w(X)))+g0 (6(w(X) ),e(w(J0Y))+6(w(Y))). If the g° metric on PJo is Kahler we still cannot expect a priori that the Hermitian metric g (with respect to /) on P will be Kahler. The Hopf-Calabi-Eckmann manifolds furnish examples of bundles in which the base (a product of projective spaces) and fibre (a torus) are Kahler but the total spaces do not even possess a Kahler metric (see [10] for details).
We shall now specialize the results of Proposition 2.4.2 to the real product case. Let 77 be a G-valued 1-form on Af such that ■q(J0X) = irj(X). We define the Kühler defect 2-form of-q, T", by for z e Af, A e G, A, A' e TZ(M), B, B1 e TA(G), FU(A, B), (A', B)) = gG(B, (dRh)er,(A'))-gG(B', (dRh)er,(A)) where ga is a right invariant Hermitian metric on G.
